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Ricann facilitated today’s meeting which began with announcements.

• NM Leadership Conference will be held on April 29&30 in 
Albuquerque beginning with a social on the 29th, followed by a series 
of workshops and speakers on the 30th. Currently 14 are signed up 
but Sandy would like at least 20. Please let Sandy know if you can 
attend.

• Next Monday we will continue discussing Rachel’s summary of the 
legislative session. Please access Rachel’s summary before the 
meeting by going to the members page on the website 
($0$members). Members resources gets you to Overview of the 2022 
Legislative Session.

• Rachel said there are a number of members interested in being 
trained on how to better understand the legislative process and she 
asked for more information from those interested in training.

• Ricann reported that BlueCD 2 has applied for a grant from the 
Progressive Turnout Project.

• Pam said that the National Indivisible Progressive Caucus was 
focusing on climate action and on ending student loans.

• Marti said that Teresa’s campaign will have another round of 
postcards going out to registered but infrequent voters in her three 
new counties in CD3.

• Patricia reported that there are 33 members interested in a 
discussion group which will meet monthly beginning in April. Trudy 
will facilitate.

• Ricann said that Teresa Leger Fernandez suggested making 
donations to rescue.org in support of Ukraine. 

Marti introduced our speaker, Mariel Nanasi, Executive Director of New 
Energy Economy. Mariel discussed the need for Public Power. Right now 
PNM has monopoly control of our electricity. Avangrid,  an international 
conglomerate with a poor reputation in other states, 
tried to buy PNM but it was stopped by the efforts of New Energy Economy 
and other environmental groups. It is now being appealed to the Supreme 

http://rescue.org/


Court. Avangrid wanted to come in, with no expertise in green energy 
production, to further develop solar and wind and sell the energy to other 
states, profiting off of our resources. The Public Power Movement has a 
goal to get to 100% renewable energy in 5 years. Mariel gave statistics on 
California’s projected needs and the amount of revenue for NM if we were 
to supply just 10% of their needs for transportation alone. She said that 
Picuris Pueblo is using 100% renewable energy which has reduced 
everyone’s energy bills and has brought in revenue that has financed major 
improvements for their Pueblo and has provided energy for the whole 
Pojoaque valley. Several other pueblos as well as the Jicarilla Apache are 
going to all solar. Public Power would allow all pueblos to have their own 
power and then to sell it back.
We then discussed the fight against the new hydrogen plan. Mariel said 
there might be a way out. In the federal plan it states it must be 
“economically feasible “ and where it’s been tried it has not been. 
Mariel will be speaking at the Leadership Conference in April.


